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Abstract. Feature selection/scaling process can be considered as a global optimization problem in machine
learning. Feature selecting can reduce number of features, remove irrelevant data, and results in acceptable
classification accuracy. Feature scaling can be used to increase separability between different classes and
results in increasing classification accuracy. In this paper, a new approach is presented in which feature
selection/scaling and classifier training are performed simultaneously using an enhanced version of particle
swarm optimization algorithm (EPSO). A hybrid system consists of two stages is proposed. In the first stage,
EPSO is used to optimize a feature weight vector that is used to select/scale input features. A nearest
neighbor classifier is used to evaluate each set of feature weights. In the second stage, the selected or scaled
input features are used as input to another nearest neighbour classifier. The proposed method is applied to six
classification problems. Experimental results show that higher classification accuracy can be obtained using
the proposed method.
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1. Introduction
Classification algorithms seek to minimize classification error rate or maximize the classifier’s ability to
discriminate between classes. There are two different types of measures that are commonly used within the
area of classification, accuracy and class separability. Accuracy is the primary measure for evaluation.
Typical classifiers include Bayesian classifiers, maximum likelihood classifiers and minimum distance
classifiers [1]. During classification, problems can arise when some of the input features are irrelevant and/or
redundant. This means that, these input features do not add any new information to the description of the data
structure. These issues become a concern when the input space is quite large.
Feature extraction and feature subset selection are two general approaches to input space reduction.
Feature extraction is the process of extracting a set of new features from the original set of features through a
mapping or transformation, Feature subset selection is an optimization problem to reduce number of
irrelevant features while maintaining acceptable classification accuracy. Feature selection is of considerable
importance in pattern classification, data analysis, medical data processing, machine learning and data
mining applications. Most feature selection techniques are characterized either as filters, which ignore the
classifier to be used, or as wrappers, which base selection directly on the classifier.
The filter approaches make use of the statistical information of the data set to carry out feature selection
and is independent of the classification system. These approaches depend on the definition of a relevant
measure, e.g. mutual information between outputs and inputs, similarity measure between features and class
separability [2][3]. Filtering approaches require users to determine the number of features being selected,
rather than providing stopping criteria. Furthermore, the classifier accuracy is not a consideration of the
filtering feature selection methodologies, even though it is the ultimate goal of building classification
systems.
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The wrapper methodology combines both the feature selection and output of the classification system
into a single system. Therefore, they generally give better classification accuracy than filter approaches. The
leave-one-out wrapper methodology can be applied using support vector machines (SVM) as they usually
have better classification accuracy [4]. There are two major drawbacks of the wrapper approaches: high
complexity and non-scalability to large inputs datasets.
Optimal feature selection methods identify the optimal feature subset by an exhaustive search of the
solution space of all possible subsets [5]. For a very large number of features, exhaustive search is
computationally intractable. The branch and bound method produces optimal features, but it requires a
performance measure to be monotonic [6]. This condition often cannot be satisfied. Genetic algorithms were
introduced for the selection of features in [7]. Tabu search (TS) metaheuristic was shown as a promising
approach in [8]. A comparative study of several of the well-known optimal and sub-optimal feature selection
algorithms is shown in [9].
Feature weights can be introduced to scale features based on their relative significance within the feature
subset [10]. Relief algorithm is developed in [11], which assigned weight to each feature and use nearest
neighbour algorithm to update the weights.
A hybrid system consists of two stages is proposed in this paper. In the first stage Enhanced Practical
Swarm Optimization (EPSO) algorithm is used for either select or scale input features. Nearest neighbour
classifier is used to evaluate the fitness function values needed for EPSO. In the second stage, the selected or
scaled input features are used as input to another nearest neighbour classifier.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes enhanced particle swarm optimization
(EPSO). Section 3 discuses a k-nearest neighbour (k-NN) classifier. Section 4 describes how input feature
can be selected or scaled using EPSO. Section 5 shows other evolutionary algorithms for selection and
scaling process. Section 6 shows experimental results. Concluding remarks are included in Section 7.

2. Enhanced Particle Swarm Optimization (EPSO)
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a swarm intelligence method for global optimization [12]. For
classical PSO, each individual of the population adjusts its trajectory toward its own previous best position,
and toward the previous best position attained by any member of its topological neighbourhood. Enhanced
practical swarm optimization (EPSO) algorithm is similar to classical PSO with improved global search
ability [13]. This is accomplished by introduce an updating formula for global best particle position and
adding two new terms in the velocity updating formula.
•

Update global best particle position
at time k +1 as:
1
1 λ.
where U is a Gaussian random number with zero mean and unit variance and λ is a convergence acceleration
parameter.
•

at time k +1 as follows:

Update velocities of all particles
1
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where, r1, r2, r3 and r4 are uniformly distributed random variables in [0, 1], w is inertia factor, c1 is self
confidence factor, c2 is swarm confidence factor, c3 and c4 are acceleration constants,
and
are local and global candidate positions that are selected by locating the individual with minimum fitness to
distance ratio (FDR) over all particles in the swarm [13].

3. K-Nearest Neighbor Classifier (K-NN)
The K-nearest neighbor classifiers (K-NN) is a simple and powerful nonparametric classification
technique [1]. Its asymptotic classification error is bounded by twice of Bayes error. In the basic one nearest
neighbor rule classifier, each training sample is used as a prototype and a test sample is assigned to the class
of the closest prototype [14]. The 1- nearest neighbor approach can be extended to the K nearest neighbor’s
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method. In this case, innstead of takking the classs of the nearrest neighbor, K (where K is an inteeger positivee
number) neearest neighbbors are determined, and the class is taken as thaat exhibited by the majo
ority of thesee
neighbors. Theoretically
T
y, it can be shown that for
f a very laarge number of samples,, there are ad
dvantages inn
using large values of K.. More speciffically, if K tends to infin
nity, the perfformance of the K-neighbors methodd
approaches the Bayes raate.

4. Input Feature
F
Seelection/Sccaling usin
ng EPSO
This section will deescribe the proposed
p
claassification system.
s
A hyybrid system
m consists off two stages..
EPSO is ussed in the firrst stage for either select or scale in
nput features. 1-NN classsifier is used
d in the firstt
stage to evaaluate the fittness functioon values neeeded for EP
PSO. In the second stagee, the selected or scaledd
input featurres are used as inputs to another 1-N
NN classifier. Fig. 1 show
ws a block ddiagram for the
t proposedd
classificatioon system wiith input featture selectionn/scaling usin
ng EPSO.
In the 1st stage:
Step 1: Divide eaach database into three paarts (training, validation and
a test data sets).
Step 2: Create a population
p
o N particless (selecting or
of
o scaling veectors) (each particle has a length M,,
where M is the numbber of input features). In
n case of seleecting, particcle vectors are
a ones andd
zeros (onne for select and zero forr not select).. In case of scaling, partticle vectors are floatingg
numbers.
Step 3: Apply eacch particle too the trainingg, validation and test dataa set to createe new data seets.
Step 4: Test the new
n
validation data set to
t select 1-N
NN from new
w training data set and calculate
c
thee
corresponnding fitness value (classification accuracy).
Step 5: Accordingg to fitness value,
v
apply EPSO
E
algoriithm and produce new poopulation.
Step 6: Repeat steeps 3 to 5 unntil a solutionn results in perfect
p
classiffication of alll new validaation data sett
or until a maximum number of fitnness function
n evaluation is reached.
m
claassification accuracy)
a
Step 7: Record thhe best perforrming particlle (the particcle with the maximum
In the 2nd stage:
Step 1: Recall thee best perform
ming particlee from the firrst stage.
Step 2: Apply thee best perfoorming particcle to the orriginal trainiing, validatioon and test data sets too
create new
w data set.
Step 3: Use 1-NN
N classifier to
t blind test on the new testing dataa set from thhe new trainiing and new
w
validationn data sets together.

Fig 1. The proposed classsification sysstem with inpu
ut feature selecction/scaling uusing EPSO

5. Compaarison with
h other Eoolutionary Otimizatiion Tchniq
ques
The prooposed hybriid system is optimized inn its 1st stagee with EPSO
O optimizatioon techniquee. Two otherr
commonly used
u
evolutioonary optimiization technniques will be used to optimize the seelection / scaaling processs
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in the first stage. The first one is the genetic algorithm (GA) and the second one is the differential evolving
(DE) algorithm.
Genetic Algorithms (GAs) use the concept of Darwin’s theory of evolution “survival of the fittest”. The
idea starts by creating different possible solutions to a problem. These solutions are then tested for their
performance. Among all possible solutions, a fraction of the good solutions is selected. The selected
solutions undergo the process of reproduction, crossover, and mutation to create a new generation. This
process of production of a new generation and its evaluation is repeated until there is a convergence within a
generation.
Differential Evolution (DE) is a parallel direct search heuristic approach. The initial vector population is
chosen randomly. DE generates new parameter vectors by adding the weighted difference between two
population vectors to a third vector (mutation). The mutated vector’s parameters are then mixed with the
parameters of another predetermined vector (target vector) to yield the so-called trial vector (crossover). If
the trial vector yields a lower cost function value than the target vector, the trial vector replaces the target
vector in the following generation (selection). The process of mutation, crossover and selection, are repeated
until there is a convergence within a generation.

6. Experimental Results
The performance of the proposed classifiers is studied using six widely used real-world databases as [15].
Data Set
Iris
Phoneme
Diabetes
Heart
Wine
Radar

Number of inputs
4
5
8
13
13
33

Number of classes
3
2
2
2
3
2

Number of data in each class
50,50,50
3818,1586
268,500
139,164
59,71,48
225,126

Table 1 shows the overall classification accuracy for each data set. The first column is without applying
selecting or scaling strategy. The next three columns are with applying selecting strategy using EPSO, GA
and DE algorithms. The last three columns are with applying scaling strategy using EPSO, GA and DE
algorithms.
Based on blind testing and applying selecting/scaling strategy on the six data sets, it can be seen that:
•
•
•
•

Based on applying selecting strategy, optimization with EPSO shows consistency of getting the same
classification accuracy (when number of inputs are small <10 inputs) or improved classification
accuracy (when number of inputs are large) for all six data sets.
Advantage of using selecting inputs with EPSO strategy appears clearly when number of inputs is
large resulting in a simple classifier.
Based on applying scaling strategy, optimization with EPSO shows consistency of improving
classification accuracy for all six data sets irrespective of number of inputs.
When number of inputs are small (< 10 inputs), applying scaling inputs gives higher classification
accuracy than applying selecting inputs for one optimization method (EPSO).

7. Conclusion
In this paper a new approach is presented in which feature selection/scaling and classifier training are
performed simultaneously using an enhanced version of particle swarm optimization algorithm (EPSO). A
hybrid system consists of two stages is proposed. In the first stage, EPSO is used to optimize a weight vector
which is used to select/scale input features. A 1- NN classifier is used to evaluate each set of feature weights.
In the second stage, the selected or scaled input features are used as input to another 1-NN classifier. The
proposed method is applied to six classification problems. Experimental results reveal that the proposed
method resulted in a higher accuracy compared to the same classifier without selection/scaling strategy.
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Table 1 Classification accuracy of a 1-NN classifier with selecting and scaling strategy
Selection Strategy
Iris
Phoneme
Diabetes
Heart
Wine
Radar

Original
96.19
4 Inputs
84.95
5 Inputs
63.74
8 Inputs
60.30
13 Inputs
77.28
13 Inputs
84.32
33 Inputs

EPSO
96.19
4 Inputs
84.95
5 Inputs
64.21
5 Inputs
75.80
7 Inputs
97.17
7 Inputs
87.78
7 Inputs

GA
96.19
4 Inputs
84.95
5 Inputs
64.21
5 Inputs
75.80
7 Inputs
92.87
4 Inputs
83.72
12 Inputs

DE
96.19
4 Inputs
84.95
5 Inputs
64.21
5 Inputs
75.80
7 Inputs
92.87
4 Inputs
83.01
14 Inputs

Scaling Strategy
EPSO

GA

DE

100

100

100

85.95

85.60

86.08

64.27

61.50

63.44

73.21

66.40

69.45

98.92

97.85

98.92

88.98

85.03

81.69
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